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Plumbing Fixtures

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
NON-RECESSED DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Model 107-16

Model 107-14
In Satin Bronze with matching
push-button bubbler, integral
drain, support arm and
optional cover plate, this simple but lovely fountain could be
in almost any building instead
of the electric water coolers, or
bottled water coolers, so often
found there.

Model 107-14-MA
Shown in Bronze and marble
with a mirror finish and matching cover plate. An ideal way of
providing pure water beautifully while adhering to ADA
requirements. The highly polished cover plate not only conceals the modifications
necessary to meet ADA height,
but also adds a beautiful
dimension to the hallway by
reflecting the stunning marble
bowl and highly polished support arm.

Marble—such as that used in
this striking fountain with its
Satin Bronze bowl and bubbler—is commonly used in our
fountains, but you are not limited to that material. Filtrine
has also produced fountains in
granite, glass and even wood.
Let your imagination run wild.

PEDESTAL DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Model 130-16CP-CA
A unique design to solve the
ADA requirements, this pedestal
fountain has an extended arm
for wheelchair access. Bowl is a
Model 107-16 in 16 gauge
shown in Stainless Steel polished to a #4 Satin finish with
integral drain. Lead-free Stainless bubbler and remote “SoftTouch” button are in Mirror
finish. Pedestal is shown in
Stainless Steel hand polished to
a #4 Satin finish. Of course,
other materials and finishes are
available.

RECESSED FOUNTAINS
Model B103

Model 103-FH

The first half of our “Ultimate Water
Delivery”. This fully recessed Carafe/Bottle Filler—shown in 16 gauge Stainless
Steel with Satin finish—is the ideal water
station for cafeterias, nurse’s stations,
offices, stadiums and gymnasiums . . .
anywhere someone needs to fill a cup,
carafe or water bottle. Ideally suited for
Model C-101-SS carafe. . . . the second
half of our “Ultimate Water Delivery System”.

Fully recessed fountain/fire hose unit
shown in 16 gauge Stainless Steel polished to a #4 Satin finish with mirror finish
bubbler, lever handle, push button cup
filler and drain. Unit features fire hose
cabinet under fountain with full length
grab bar for easy access in emergency.
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